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Introduction

Culture

 Not something that we absorb; something that 
we have to learn and absorb

Cultural Awareness in research and 
teaching

 Research Cases

 Teaching cases

Multilingual and multicultural societies
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Introduction: Language
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フィンランド地方政府
ベースのシステムは良
い、民主的かつ効率的
なシステムと国際規格
のである。

Suomen 

kuntaperusteinen 

järjestelmä on hyvä, 

demokraattinen sekä 

tehokas järjestelmä ja 

kestää kansainvälisen 

vertailun. 

Finse plaaslike regering-stelsel is 

'n goeie, demokratiese en 

doeltreffende stelsel en van 'n 

internasionale standaard. Die 

direksie is van mening dat die 

kollege-gebaseerde diens stelsel. 

Common understanding - English as a common language:” Finnish local government-based system 

is a good, democratic and efficient system and of an international standard”



Introduction: Formulation of concepts and 
sentences
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Introduction: Misunderstanding
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Communicating the requirements Requirements specification

Final implementation
This was in the mind of the client



Culture and Cultural Awareness

Familar word with a complex history and 
diverse range of meanings

Culture is a particular way of life for a 
group of people, comprising the deposit of 
knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, 
traditions, religion, notions of time, roles, 
spatial relations, worldviews, material 
objects and geographical territory (Liu, 
Volčič, Gallois )



Culture and Cultural Awareness

Cultural behaviour is the end product of 
centuries of collected wisdom, filtered and 
passed through hundreds of generations 
and presented by numerous beliefs, 
notions and other patterns (Lewis)

The collective programming of the mind 
which distinguishes the members of one 
human group from another (Hofstede)
 “Software of the Mind”



Culture and Cultural Awareness

Culture Shock

 Common way to describe the confusing and 
nervus feelings a person my have after leaving 
a familar culture to live in a new and different 
culture

 Leads to feelings of disorientation and anxienty 

 To understand culture shock, it helps to 
understand what culture is.

 Reverse cultural Shock



Culture and Cultural Awareness

Cultural awareness

 Ability of observing culture from outside

 Foundation of communication that  involves 
the capability of standing back from ourselves 
and becoming aware of different cultures, 
beliefs and perceptions

 Cultural awareness is based on knowledge of 
the foreign culture and own culture



Culture and Cultural Awareness

Becoming cultural aware:

 People realize that we are not all the same, 
that the similarities and differences are both 
important, that there are multiple ways to 
reach the same goal and finaly that the best 
way depends on the cultural possibility

 Peopel from different cultural societies can 
see, interpret and evaluate things in different 
ways

 Crosscultural dialogue



Culture and Cultural Awareness



LINEAR

ACTIVE REACTIVE

MULTI

ACTIVE

Vietnam

India

Korea

Thailand

Indonesia, Malaysia

Philippines

China

Bulgaria,

Turkey, Iran

Saudi Arabia,

Arab Countries

Sub-Saharan Africa

Brazil,

Chile

Hispanic America,

Argentina, Mexico

Italy, Portugal, Spain

Greece,Malta, Cyprus

Russia, Slovakia,

Croatia

France, Poland,

Hungary, Lithuania

Belgium, Israel

Australia, Denmark,

Ireland

Austria, Czech Republic,

Netherlands, Norway,

Slovenia

USA

Germany, 

Switzerland, 

Luxembourg

U.K.         Sweden,    Finland,    Canada    Singapore  Taiwan,     Japan

Latvia      Estonia                    Hong Kong

cool, factual,

decisive planners

courteous, amiable,

accommodating,

compromiser, good listener

warm,

emotional,

loquacious, impulsive

Culture and Cultural Awareness



Research Cases

Project SALEIE 
http://www.saleie.co.uk/projectsite/index.php

2012-2016 - 44 partners/25 countries

 Interdisciplinary 

 Computer Science and Informatics, Electrical 
Engineering

 Organisation and Administration

3 WP (Policy, Disabilities and unconventional 
backgrounds)

http://www.saleie.co.uk/projectsite/index.php


Research Cases

SALEIE - Disabilities (physical mobility, dyslexia, 
dyspraxia, visual and audio impairments, 
autism, depression)

 Terminology problems (questionaires)

 Misunderstanding

 Different levels of experiences and support

 Different cultures of supporting and organising 

 Unconventional groups



Research Cases

SALEIE - Policy

 Terminology problems 

 Misunderstandings

 EC expressions

Project I-ACE (International Assisted 
Communication for Education)

 2016-2018 6 partners / 6 countries

 Translation from sign language to written language 

 Diferences between sign languages



Teaching Cases

Students

 Erasmus+, CEEPUS

 Internationalization at home

Teachers

 Erasmus+, CEEPUS 

 Internationalization at home

Resarch work



Conclusion

 Intercultural Communication is an essential 
competence

Different users, different cultures, languages…

 We are shaped by our cultural and language 
background, which influences how we interpret 
the world around us, perceive ourselves and relate 
to other people

 Culture is esential for rearch and teaching

 Preparations are needed


